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Schneider Fineliner Pictus with metal encased writing tip.

Feel like drawing, painting, sketching and writing?
And with a new product from Schneider Schreibgeräte, "100% made in Germany" and "85% made of" recycled
plastic?

With the new Pictus fineliner, you can express yourself finely and precisely but also broadly and robustly with 8
different metal encased writing tips and put 4 different ink colours on paper.

Whether painting freely or using outline, ruler and stencil techniques - there are no limits to your imagination.
Everyone will find the right pen in this series. Whether pupils or students for maths, design or architecture work,
comic/cartoon artists for mangas, architects, city and landscape planners for their drawings, fashion designers for
their clothing and accessory designs.

Pictus is an "all-rounder" that many people need to master their work. It is marked on the cap and barrel with the
colour and line width. The special feature of Pictus is the ink. It is not only water-based, but also document-proof,
as it is pigmented, and fade-proof. The colours remain permanent, they are highly resistant to light and remain
beautifully brilliant. A long service life is guaranteed by the metal encased tip. Also interesting for our
environmentally conscious customers. The Pictus is made from 85 percent recycled plastic, conserving finite
resources.

Available in boxes of six per line width and colour and in various display versions. A display with 30 pieces in six
line widths and only in black ink. Another display with 160 pieces in eight line widths and in four ink colours. Also
available are three wallets. A wallet of three pens with three line widths and black ink only, a wallet of five pens in
different line widths and colours and a wallet of eight pens in different line widths and colours.

Everything you need to free your creativity.
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Pictus- Schneider Fineliner with metal encased writing tip.
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With the new Schneider Pictus fineliner, you can express yourself finely and precisely but also broadly and
robustly with 8 different metal encased writing tips and put 4 different ink colours on paper.
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